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Summary
Background Chronic sleep debt is becoming increasingly common and affects millions of people in more-developed countries. Sleep debt is currently believed to have no adverse effect on health. We investigated the effect of sleep debt on metabolic and endocrine functions.

Methods We assessed carbohydrate metabolism, thyrotropic function, activity of the hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal axis, and sympathovagal balance in 11 young men after time in bed had been restricted to 4 h per night for 6 nights. We compared the sleep-debt condition with measurements taken at the end of a sleep-recovery period when participants were allowed 12 h in bed per night for 6 nights.

Findings Glucose tolerance was lower in the sleep-debt condition than in the fully rested condition (p<0.02), as were thyrotropin concentrations (p<0.01). Evening cortisol concentrations were raised (p=0.0001) and activity of the sympathetic nervous system was increased in the sleep-debt condition (p<0.02).

Interpretation Sleep debt has a harmful impact on carbohydrate metabolism and endocrine function. The effects are similar to those seen in normal ageing and, therefore, sleep debt may increase the severity of age-related chronic disorders.
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Introduction
Voluntary sleep curtailment has become common. “Normal” average sleep duration has decreased from about 9 h per night in 1910 to about 7.5 h currently to create maximum time for work and leisure activities. Additionally, to meet the demands of around-the-clock production, many shift workers sleep, on average, less than 5 h per work day. Sleep curtailment is purported to be harmless and efficient. It has been suggested that a “normal” night’s sleep of about 8 h is composed of a 4–5 h period of core sleep, including most of deep non-rapid-eye-movement (non-REM) sleep, and optional sleep. It has been proposed that optional sleep could be progressively removed without inducement of increased daytime sleepiness, mood changes, or detectable decline in cognitive function. Some studies have shown that participants could adapt to a progressive curtailment of their usual sleep period by 2–3 h per night with no substantial alterations in mood and vigilance, but other studies have provided strong evidence to the contrary.

Experimental extension of the time spent in bed to 14 h per day over 1 month showed that a normal 8 h night does not meet the sleep needs of healthy young adults, who may carry a substantial sleep debt even in the absence of obvious efforts to curtail sleep.

No study has assessed the potential health impact of chronic sleep debt. Despite well documented modulation by sleep of metabolic and endocrine regulation, immune function, and cardiovascular variables, the consensus is that sleep is for the brain, not for the rest of the body, and that sleep debt has little or no effect on peripheral function. We investigated metabolic and hormonal variables in people in whom sleep had been restricted and extended.

Methods
Protocol
The protocol was approved by the University of Chicago Institutional Review Board and all participants gave written informed consent.

We included 11 healthy young men aged 18–27 years, who spent 16 consecutive nights in the clinical research centre, during which we restricted and extended the time they spent in bed. On the first 3 nights they spent 8 h in bed from 2300 h to 0700 h (baseline, days B1–B3), for 6 nights they were in bed for 4 h from 0100 h to 0500 h (sleep-debt condition, days D1–D6), and on the last 7 nights they were in bed for 12 h from 2100 h to 0900 h (sleep-recovery condition, days R1–R7) to recover from the sleep debt and to regain the number of bedtime hours lost during the period of sleep restriction. In all conditions, the time in bed was centered around 0300 h. We assessed carbohydrate metabolism and hormonal profiles at the end of the sleep-debt and sleep-recovery conditions, and compared sleepiness, sympathovagal balance, and saliva free-cortisol concentrations in all three conditions.

On days B1, D1–D4, and R1–R4, participants were allowed to leave the clinical research centre to attend to their normal activities, but had to return by 1900 h, before dinner, and remain in the clinical research centre until 0900 h, after breakfast. We asked participants to eat lunch at 1400 h and not to deviate from their normal daily routines. Sleep during the daytime was not allowed. We verified compliance through wrist activity recordings (Gaehwiler Electronics, Hombrechtikon, Switzerland). On days B2–B3, D5–D6, and R5–R6, participants rested in bed continuously in the clinical research centre. During scheduled waking hours they watched television, read, conversed with staff, worked on lap-top computers, or played board games. An investigator was present continuously to monitor wakefulness. Participants ate carbohydrate-rich (62%) meals every 5 h during these days (ie, at 0900 h, 1400 h, and 1900 h). We recorded beat-to-beat (RR) heart-rate intervals with the M i ni-Logge r (M ini- M eter Co Inc, Sunriver, OR, USA) via a polar chest belt (polar heart rate monitor, Polar cic inc, Port Washington, NY, USA). During waking hours, participants rated their degree of sleepiness once every hour on the Stanford Sleepiness Scale.

On days B3, D6, and R6, we took saliva samples every 30 min from 1500 h to bedtime to measure free cortisol concentrations (Salvette, Sarstedt, Rommelsdorf, Germany). On days D5 and R5, we did intravenous glucose tolerance tests at 0900 h. On days D6 and R6, blood samples were collected every 10–30 min for 24 h to measure glucose and hormone concentrations. Because of limitations on the volume of blood that could be drawn, we could not do intravenous glucose tolerance tests and 24 h blood sampling during baseline days B1–B3.
Assays and measurements

Glucose concentrations were assayed at bedside (Model 23A, Yellow Springs Instrument Company, Yellow Springs, OH, USA), with a coefficient of variation of less than 2%. We measured serum insulin by RIA, with a limit of sensitivity of 20 pmol/L and an average within-assay coefficient of variation of 5%. Plasma C-peptide concentrations were measured by RIA, with a detection limit of 0·02 pmol/L and an average within-assay coefficient of variation of 6%. We assayed thyrotropin by chemiluminescent enzyme immunoassay (Immulite, Diagnostics Products Corporation, Los Angeles, CA, USA) with a limit of sensitivity of 0·002 µIU/mL and an average within-assay coefficient of variation of 5%. Free thyroxine concentrations were estimated by deriving the free thyroxine index from the total serum thyroxine concentration and the resin thyroxine ratio. We measured total cortisol concentrations in plasma and free cortisol concentrations in saliva by RIA (Orion Diagnostica, Finland); the lower limit of sensitivity was 20 nmol/L in plasma and 1 nmol/L in saliva and the average within-assay coefficients of variation were 4% and 6%, respectively. The quiescent period of cortisol secretion was determined as the period during which plasma cortisol concentrations were lower than 138 nmol/L. For all variables, all samples from each participant were measured in the same assay.

For the intravenous glucose tolerance test we started taking blood samples at 0900 h and drew samples every 5 min for 20 min, at which time we administered an intravenous bolus of glucose 300 mg/kg bodyweight. We took further blood samples at 2 min, 3 min, 4 min, 5 min, and 6 min, then every 2 min until 16 min, then at 19 min, 22 min, 24 min, 25 min, 27 min, and 30 min, then every 10 min until 100 min, and then every 20 min until 180 min. At 20 min, we gave all participants intravenous tolbutamide 125 mg/m² body surface area. We calculated glucose tolerance as the linear slope of the natural log of plasma glucose compared with time between 5 min and 19 min after the glucose injection. Insulin sensitivity and glucose effectiveness were estimated by minimal-model analysis. The acute insulin

We recorded sleep polygraphically during the last 2 nights of baseline, the last 2 nights of the sleep-debt condition, and the first night and the last 2 nights of the sleep-recovery condition. The recordings were scored in sleep stages—wake, I, II, III, IV, and REM—according to standard criteria. Sleep onset and final awakening were defined as the first and last 20 s scored II, III, IV, or REM, and the sleep period as the time between sleep onset and final awakening. Total sleep time was the sum of stages I, II, III, IV, and REM.

Figure 1: Impact of sleep duration on sleep stages during last 2 nights of each condition
Data are mean (SE).

Figure 2: Mean (SE) profiles of blood glucose and serum insulin during intravenous glucose tolerance test, and glucose and insulin responses to breakfast

Assays and measurements

Glucose concentrations were assayed at bedside (Model 23A, Yellow Springs Instrument Company, Yellow Springs, OH, USA), with a coefficient of variation of less than 2%. We measured serum insulin by RIA, with a limit of sensitivity of 20 pmol/L and an average within-assay coefficient of variation of 5%. Plasma C-peptide concentrations were measured by RIA, with a detection limit of 0·02 pmol/L and an average within-assay coefficient of variation of 6%. We assayed thyrotropin by chemiluminescent enzyme immunoassay (Immulite, Diagnostics Products Corporation, Los Angeles, CA, USA) with a limit of sensitivity of 0·002 µIU/mL and an average within-assay coefficient of variation of 5%. Free thyroxine concentrations were estimated by deriving the free thyroxine index from the total serum thyroxine concentration and the resin thyroxine ratio. We measured total cortisol concentrations in plasma and free cortisol concentrations in saliva by RIA (Orion Diagnostica, Finland); the lower limit of sensitivity was 20 nmol/L in plasma and 1 nmol/L in saliva and the average within-assay coefficients of variation were 4% and 6%, respectively. The quiescent period of cortisol secretion was determined as the period during which plasma cortisol concentrations were lower than 138 nmol/L. For all variables, all samples from each participant were measured in the same assay.

For the intravenous glucose tolerance test we started taking blood samples at 0900 h and drew samples every 5 min for 20 min, at which time we administered an intravenous bolus of glucose 300 mg/kg bodyweight. We took further blood samples at 2 min, 3 min, 4 min, 5 min, and 6 min, then every 2 min until 16 min, then at 19 min, 22 min, 24 min, 25 min, 27 min, and 30 min, then every 10 min until 100 min, and then every 20 min until 180 min. At 20 min, we gave all participants intravenous tolbutamide 125 mg/m² body surface area. We calculated glucose tolerance as the linear slope of the natural log of plasma glucose compared with time between 5 min and 19 min after the glucose injection. Insulin sensitivity and glucose effectiveness were estimated by minimal-model analysis. The acute insulin
response to glucose was calculated as the mean increment of the insulin response compared with baseline from 2 min to 10 min. After meal ingestion, we derived insulin secretion rates mathematically from plasma C-peptide concentrations with a two-compartment model with parameter values adjusted for sex, age, and body surface area. The glucose and insulin responses to each meal were quantified by the areas under the curves during the first 90 min after the meal was presented. After correction for artefactual values (heart-rate intervals >1700 ms or <400 ms), we calculated the autocorrelation coefficient RR intervals (ie, Pearson’s correlation coefficient between RRn and RRn+1) over each 5 min period of recording. This measure of heart-rate variability is closely correlated with a well-documented marker of sympathovagal balance, the ratio of low-frequency to high-frequency power in the frequency spectrum of RR intervals.11

Statistical analysis
All values are expressed as mean (SE). We compared baseline, sleep-debt, and sleep-recovery conditions by ANOVA for repeated measures, with pairwise contrasts tested by Fisher’s procedure. All calculations were done on StatViewSE+ software (version 1.04A).

Results
Mean total sleep time during the last 2 nights of each study condition was 7 h 14 min (SE 5 min) at baseline, 3 h 49 min (2) in the sleep-debt condition, and 9 h 3 min (15) in the sleep-recovery condition. The duration of awakenings during sleep time decreased from 29 min (5) at baseline to 5 min (1) during the last 2 nights of the sleep-debt condition and increased to 106 min (14) during the last 2 nights of the sleep-recovery condition (p=0.0001). Adaptation to sleep debt and recovery was achieved by proportional compression or extension of lighter stages (I and II) of non-REM sleep, such that the proportion of the sleep period spent in these stages remained constant. By contrast, the proportion of deep non-REM sleep (stages III and IV, or slow-wave sleep) was highest during the sleep-debt condition, which shows an increased pressure for slow-wave sleep. The loss of REM during the sleep-debt condition was proportional to the decrease in sleep period. Therefore, slow-wave sleep seemed to be better preserved than that for REM sleep during sleep debt. The mean increase in REM sleep during the first recovery night was 137 min (7) compared with the previous night, whereas the mean rebound of slow-wave sleep was only 41 min (8, p=0.0001; figure 1).

Glucose and insulin responses at the end of sleep recovery were in the normal range for young healthy men. During the sleep-debt condition, responses were consistent with a clear impairment of carbohydrate tolerance (figure 2). The rate of glucose clearance after injection was nearly 40% slower in the sleep-debt condition than in the sleep-recovery condition (1.45 [0.31] vs 2.40% per min [0.41], p<0.02). Glucose-tolerance values of around 1-60% per min are typical in older adults with impaired glucose tolerance,13 whereas values of 2-2.9% per min are typical of fit young adults. Glucose effectiveness, which quantifies the ability of glucose to mediate its own disposal independently of insulin,13 was 30% lower in the sleep-debt condition than after the sleep-recovery condition (1.7 [0.2] vs 2.6%/min [0.2], p=0.0005). This difference in glucose effectiveness is nearly identical to that reported between groups of patients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes and normoglycaemic white men (1.4 vs 2.6%/min).13 The acute insulin response to glucose was 30% lower in the sleep-debt condition than in the deep-recovery condition (304 [95] vs 432 pmol/min [110], p<0.04). A decrease in acute insulin response to glucose is an early marker of diabetes.20 Differences in the acute insulin response to glucose of a magnitude similar to that seen between the sleep-debt and the fully rested conditions have been described in ageing21 and gestational diabetes.22 Differences in insulin sensitivity were not significant.

The glucose response after breakfast was higher in the sleep-debt condition than in the sleep-recovery condition (p=0.05), despite similar insulin secretory responses (figure 2). The difference in peak glucose concentrations in response to breakfast between the sleep-debt and sleep-recovery conditions (0-8 mmol/L) is similar to that seen between young and old adults (age 20–36 vs 60–72 years), and translates into about 1-1 mmol/L difference in glucose concentrations 120 min after the beginning of a standard glucose tolerance test.23 This comparison suggests that, in the sleep-debt condition, the response to a morning standard oral glucose tolerance test would be consistent with current diagnostic criteria for impaired glucose tolerance. Profiles of blood glucose and insulin secretion in response to lunch and dinner did not differ significantly between conditions. Other measurements taken during the study suggest possible mechanisms underlying the decrease in glucose tolerance associated with sleep loss. The decrease in acute insulin response to glucose could be related to an alteration in the importance of sympathetic (inhibitory) and parasympathetic (stimulatory) control of pancreatic function. Estimations of sympathovagal balance derived from recordings of heart-rate variability were significantly higher in the sleep-restriction condition than in the sleep-
use of glucose. Therefore, the high degree of sleepiness seen on day 5 of the sleep-debt condition compared with conditions (p<0.0005) seemed to be associated with lower cerebral Mean (SE) values of sleepiness, sympathovagal balance, and saliva cortisol concentrations for all three conditions (figure 4) vs 0.66 [0.04], p<0.02). The brain is a major site of non-insulin-dependent glucose uptake. In normal people studied at rest after an overnight fast, a decrease in glucose effectiveness is likely to represent a decrease in the brain’s use of glucose. Therefore, the high degree of sleepiness seen on day 5 of the sleep-debt condition compared with sleepiness on day 5 of the sleep-recovery condition (mean Stanford Sleepiness Scores 4.4 [0.4] vs 2.1 [0.2], p<0.0005) seemed to be associated with lower cerebral glucose uptake, consistent with a study that showed a 7% decrease of global cerebral metabolic rate per day of total sleep deprivation on positron emission tomography.

Changes were seen in thyrotropic function and activity of the hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal axis (figure 3). The normal rise in thyrotropin at night was strikingly decreased in the sleep-debt condition compared with that in the sleep-recovery condition, and the overall 24 h mean thyrotropin concentration was significantly decreased (0.95 [0.10] vs 1.43 mU/L [0.18], p<0.01). Differences in thyrotropin profiles between the two conditions are probably related to changes in thyroid-hormone concentrations, since the free thyroxin index was higher in the sleep-debt condition than in the sleep-recovery condition (9.1 [0.3] vs 8.5 µg/dL [0.3], p<0.01). Previous studies have shown that total sleep deprivation is associated, during the first night, with a striking increase in thyrotropin secretion that lessens during the next 2–3 nights, presumably because of negative-feedback effects from slowly rising concentrations of thyroid hormones. Similar mechanisms probably underlie the raised free thyroxin index and decreased thyrotropin concentrations we saw in the sleep-debt condition.

Sleep debt was, compared with the sleep-recovery condition, associated with alterations in the 24 h profile of plasma cortisol, including a shorter quiescent period (537 [44] vs 634 min [24], p<0.03) due largely to a delay in its onset of nearly 1.5 h (at 1930 [47 min] vs 1701 h [43], p<0.04) and raised concentrations in the afternoon and early evening (p=0.0001, figure 3). This latter disturbance, which we have shown previously in conditions of acute total and partial sleep loss, may reflect decreased efficacy of the negative-feedback regulation of the hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal axis.

Based on the analysis of the concentrations of free cortisol in saliva, the rate of decrease of free cortisol concentrations between 1600 h and 2100 h was about six times slower in the sleep-debt condition than in the sleep-recovery condition (0.07 [0.09] vs 0.43 nmol/L [0.13] every hour, p<0.01). Rises in cortisol concentrations in the afternoon and early evening, similar to those seen in the sleep-debt condition, are typical of normal ageing.

The non-invasive measures of sleepiness scores, estimations of sympathovagal balance, and concentrations of free cortisol in saliva were compared for all three durations of time in bed (figure 4). Post-hoc comparisons showed that 4 h in bed were associated with higher degrees of sleepiness (p<0.01), a trend towards higher sympathetic activity (p<0.12), and higher afternoon cortisol (p<0.03) than 8 h in bed (baseline).

**Discussion**

Less than 1 week of sleep curtailment in healthy young people is associated with striking alterations in metabolic and endocrine function. Therefore, although the primary function of sleep may be cerebral restoration, sleep debt also has consequences for peripheral function that, if maintained chronically, could have long-term adverse effects on health. Decreased carbohydrate tolerance and increased sympathetic tone are well-recognised risk factors for the development of insulin resistance, obesity, and hypertension. Raised cortisol concentrations in the evening are thought to reflect an impairment of the negative-feedback control of the hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal axis and to be involved in age-related insulin resistance and memory impairments. The metabolic and endocrine alterations seen during the sleep-debt condition therefore mimic some of the hallmarks of ageing, which suggests that chronic sleep loss could increase the severity of age-related pathologies, such as diabetes and hypertension.

For metabolic and endocrine variables derived from measurements in blood, sleep debt could be compared only with the sleep-recovery condition and not with the baseline condition because of limitations on blood withdrawal. For non-invasive measures such as subjective sleepiness, sympathovagal balance, and concentrations for free cortisol in the saliva, however, baseline values were intermediate between the sleep-debt and the sleep-recovery conditions, which suggests that the fully rested...
state may represent a better functional condition than that achieved by the "normal" 8 h bedtime. Previous studies have shown that 8 h in bed may not be sufficient to satisfy the sleep needs of normal young adults.

Our data further identify putative pathways by which the impact of sleep debt on the central nervous system could be translated to the periphery. Increases in sympathetic compared with parasympathetic tone, which we interpret as the most probable cause of decreased β-cell responsiveness in the sleep-debt condition, may negatively affect cardiac function, regulation of blood pressure, and kidney function. A decrease in non-insulin-dependent glucose uptake is likely to reflect decreased cerebral use of glucose, which suggests another pathway linking central and peripheral manifestations of sleep debt. Diminished brain glucose uptake results in increased exposure of peripheral tissues to higher glucose concentrations, which, under chronic conditions, will probably facilitate the development of insulin resistance in predisposed individuals. The slower decrease of cortisol concentrations in the afternoon was consistent with altered hippocampal mechanisms that control negative-feedback regulation of the hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal axis. Metabolic and cognitive function could therefore be adversely affected under chronic conditions.

Irrespective of the underlying mechanisms, when compared with the sleep-recovery condition, sleep debt, which is experienced by a substantial proportion of people in more-developed countries, is likely associated with metabolic and endocrine alterations that may have pathophysiological consequences in the long term.
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